Abstract. Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) radar is recently the focus of radar research, which transmits different waveforms to illuminate the target from different antennas simultaneously. However the cross correlation of the waveforms may lead to interference between receiving signals. In this paper, we consider the use of adaptive pulse compression based on successive interference cancellation (SIC) to mitigate the mutual interference in MIMO radar receiver. The proposed method cancels interference successively on the pulse compression stage of each observation channel by subtracting the estimation of prior channel. The simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) radar [1, 2] transmits different waveforms to obtain advantages such as larger virtual array, better estimation resolution over traditional phased-array radar. Therefore, MIMO radar receiver has to extract each waveforms from the receive signal which contains a group of overlapped transmit waveforms. Match filters are applied to recover each individual waveform as well as the target parameter. However, the cross correlation of the waveforms may lead to interference between multiple receiving signals.
Specially designed waveform set with good cross-correlation is used to solve the problem [3, 4] . However, it is difficult to find those waveforms and the length of those waveform is still limited, which influences the receiver performance. Another approach is adaptive receiver filter [5, 6] . But it always demands an algorithm complexity of 3 ( ) O K where K is the length of filter and involves matrix inversion operation which is usually unstable.
In modem communication systems, especially the code-division multiple-access (CDMA) system, there is similar multiple-access interference (MAI) problem when several users communication using the same spectrum simultaneously, which can be solved by successive interference cancellation (SIC). In this paper, we introduce adaptive pulse compression based on SIC to cancel the interference in MIMO radar receiver and then apply numerical simulation to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Fig.1 shows the structure of MIMO radar used in this paper. For simplicity, we assume the range of the target is much larger than the length of transmit array and receiver array. Considering a still target is in the main beam of MIMO radar. The SNR level of received signal is 5dB. We compare the performance of adaptive pulse compression based on SIC (APC-SIC) with that of conventional pulse compression (PC) and the ground truth of the waveform's autocorrelation. Fig. 4 illustrated the results for this scenario, in which the black line represents the ground truth of respective composite range profiles. As expected, the conventional pulse compression estimate is rather poor due to the interference of other transmitted signals, yielding a filter output with a -5dB peak sidelobe level. However the APC-SIC approach outperforms the match filtering with a -15dB peak sidelobe level. Fig.4 . composite range profile of target (M=8). It is shown in Fig.5 that for a scenario with M= 16 transmit antennas, the APC-SIC performs much better than the conventional pulse compression. The peak sidelobe of APC-SIC's output is -10dB when the peak sidelobe is -2dB. 
System Model

Conclusion
The problem of suppress interference between transmitted signals of MIMO radar has been considered. Adaptive pulse compression based on SIC has been introduced to improve MIMO radar receivers. The essence of the proposed method is to subtract the estimation of other signals before pulse compression. Therefore the computation load is at the same level of conventional pulse compression. And it can effectively improve the output of pulse compression and suppress the sidelobe of range estimation, especially in the scenario that a large set of waveforms is applied by the MIMO radar.
